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Publishing house Besna kobila (Furious Mare) was founded in 2010 by Predrag
Mladenović and Goran Lakićević, childhood friends and huge comics fans.
Because of limited financial resources, they decided to annually publish only a
small number of titles, those that “knocked them off their feet”. Besna kobila is a
publisher favoring graphic novels that present social themes and the everyday life
of ordinary people. This year in June, for the first time, Besna kobila will proudly
present a graphic novel from authors from Serbia — Corporate Pandemonium
by Zoran Penevski / Aleksandar Zolotić. This novel is considered a great success,
given that domestic authors of comics almost exclusively work for foreign
publishers. Although Besna kobila founders perform this job professionally, they
do it above all for pleasure, wanting to make comic book lovers from Serbia and
from the region satisfied with each new title.

L’autoroute du soleil
Baru (born Hervé Barulea on 29 July 1947) is an autodidact French
comic’s artist. Baru is described as one of the great proponents of a
working class and immigrant perspective in Francophone comics. In his
career, he was awarded the Angoulême International Comics Festival
Most Promising Award in 1985 for Quéquette Blues, Part Ouane, and is
the first artist to receive twice the Prize for Best Album in this festival —
once in 1991 for Road to America (Le chemin de l’Amérique) with JeanMarc Thévenet for the scenario, and the second time in 1996 for the
stunning Euro-manga, L’autoroute du soleil, which was first serialized
in the Japanese Kodansha seinen manga magazine Weekly Morning
before to be released in France as an unique comic book of some 400
pages. In 2010 he received Grand Prix de la ville d’Angoulême for his
whole body of work.

BARU
AUTOPUT SUNCA
Translated from French by Goran Kostrović
434 pages, b/w
Format : A5 (210 × 148 cm), softcover
ISBN 978-86-88389-00-6

Sorcieres
/ Pleine Lune
`
Christophe Chabouté studied Fine Arts in both Angoulême and
Strasbourg. His first work appeared in the magazine À Suivre and in a
collective album about Arthur Rimbaud in the collection Les Récits of
Vents d’Ouest. His real debut was in 1998, when he produced Sorcières
at Le Téménaire publishers. This was followed by Quelques Jours d’Été
and Un Îlot de Bonheur, which were published by the Swiss Paquet
publishers. Back at Soleil, he conceived Zoé in 1999, Pleine Lune in
2000, La Bête in 2001 and the Purgatoire series from 2003.

ˇ
KRISTOF SABUTE
ˇ
VESTICE
/ PUN MESEC
Translated from French by Goran Kostrović
254 pages, b/w
Format : B5 (240 × 170 cm), softcover (sewn binding)
ISBN 978-86-88389-01-3

Jar of Fools
Jason Lutes was born in New Jersey in 1967. Lutes began drawing
and copying comics at a very young age. During his childhood he
encountered European comics, which are still of great influence to his
work. He studied at the Art Academy on Rhode Island, and graduated
in 1991. After working for Fantagraphics Books, he got the opportunity
to draw a comic for The Stranger, a Seattle weekly for which he later
became art director. That comic was later collected in the book Jar of
Fools by the Canadian publisher Black Eyes Productions. Afterwards,
Lutes began working on his ambitious project Berlin, a graphic novel
set in Germany during the rise of Hitler in the late 1920s, published by
Black Eyes Productions and later Drawn & Quarterly.

ˇ
DZEJSON
LUTS
DUPLO DNO
Translated from English by Ognjenka Lakićević
142 pages, b/w
Format: B5 (240 × 170 cm), softcover
ISBN 978-86-88389-02

Ibicus (Integral)
Pascal Rabaté is one of the main representatives of French
contemporary comics, best known for his Aleksey Tolstoy’s adaptation
Ibicus. Born in Tours, he didn’t start his professional career in comics
and illustration before he was 28 years old. After Chrétiens Dans le
Diocèse de Saint-Étienne (Fleurus, 1989), he published three books with
Futuropolis, Exode (1989), Les Amants de Lucie (1989) and Vacances,
Vacances (1990). In 1991, he created À Table at Week-End Doux and
Signé Raoul at Éditions Rackham. In the following year, Rabaté began
his trilogy Les Pieds Dedans at Vents d’Ouest. At the same time, Rabaté
contributed the story Les Cerisiers to the collection Patte de Mouche.
In 1994, he created Ex Voto/Monsieur Verbun with Angelo Zamparutti,
and in 1996 started Dans les Vignes du Seigneur in Gotham, which was
renamed Un Ver Dans le Fruit for the book publication.
Between 1998 and 2001 he made the critically acclaimed series Ibicus,
an adaptation of the Tolstoy novel, for Vents d’Ouest. Rabaté teamed
up with Zamparutti again to create Un Temps de Toussaint at Amok.
Following a trip through South-Africa, he produced Bienvenue à
Jobourg, a comic album published by Le Seuil. In 2006 he was back at
Futuropolis with the award winning comic Les Petits Ruisseaux.

PASKAL RABATE
IBIKUS (INTEGRAL)
Translated from French by Goran Kostrović
534 pages, b/w
Format : B5 (240 × 170 cm), sofcover and hardcover
ISBN 978-86-88389-03-7

Corporate Pandemonium
story about logotypes in our lives
STORY Zoran Penevski
Zoran Penevski (1967) was born in Pančevo. He studied physics at the Faculty of Science in Belgrade
and literature at the Faculty of Philology in Belgrade. He is currently employed as a website editor at
the Publishing House Kreativni centar. He has published novels, stories, articles, reviews and essays (on
literature, comics, music, illustration, etc.). Graphic novels (co-author Ivica Stevanović): Kindly Corpses
(the first Serbian graphic novel, SKC Novi Sad, 2004 ; Komiko, 2011, 2013; on Paul Gravett’s list of The
Best Works in 2011: An International Perspective); Lexicon of Art Legions (SKC Novi Sad, 2005). Scenario
for the comic book : Des Rivières sur les Ponts (drawing Goran Josić, Delcourt, 2004), L’ Anatomie du
Ciel (drawing Ivica Stevanović, Les Humanoides Associès, 2006), History of the stomach (about Gogol,
Beografiti, 1999)...
ARTWORK Aleksandar Zolotić
Aleksandar Zolotić (1987) is an awarded freelance illustrator and visual development artist. He studied
illustration and animation at University of Arts in Belgrade, Serbia, where he graduated in 2012. His
illustration work for children’s books has been recognized by Association of applied artists and designers
of Serbia on Belgrade book fair in 2012 and during the Golden pen illustration bienalle in 2011. Aleksandar
lives and works in Belgrade.

CORPORATE PANDEMONIUM
96 pages, duotone
Format: 24 x 17 cm, hardcover
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